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“The school shall have served its purpose best, fulfilled its object
effectively, if, in addition to the teaching of the three Rs and all
the things that go by the scholastic name, the wonderful niceties
of life are also inculcated, without which man as a gregarious
animal would be written down in history as a failure.

Let  the school be the centre, the nucleus, the focus, radiating
not distrust, not factions, not a spirit of partnership, but the spirit
of oneness and harmony towards conjoint effort and the fulfilment
of conjoint purpose and the reaching towards that goal for which
all of us are yearning.”

Dr. C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar
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Saraswathi Kendra Learning Centre for children was established
in January 1985 by The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation to
help children with autism, dyslexia, learning disabilities and
other similar problems. This institution is named after Late
Mrs. Saraswathi Pattabhiraman (November 3, 1910 - December 6,
1984). It was the first full time institution of its kind in India
when it was established. Saraswathi Kendra uses innovative
teaching methods and therapies and takes a holistic approach to
education. Every child in Saraswathi Kendra is a special person
who is given specialised attention.

The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation is an accredited academic
institution of the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS), which
has made it possible for so many children, who could not have
graduated from main stream school, to complete their basic
education. There are several professionals in the field of
performing arts and sports besides young people who work in
mainstream careers who were students of Saraswathi Kendra.

Saraswathi Kendra gives free or subsidized education for children
from very less privileged backgrounds.

About Saraswathi Kendra Learning Centre for Children
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THE SKLC EDITORIAL BOARD

The editorial board of Saraswathi Kendra Learning Centre worked
with great passion, enthusiasm and spirit to bring out the
Students’ Annual Magazine  “MIRACLES  2020 - 2021”, reflecting
and celebrating the skills of our young prodigies.

Chief Editor : Mrs. Sangeetha Venkatesh, Principal

Art Work : Mrs. S. Prema

Craft Work : Mrs. S. Sujatha

Layout & Design : Mr. R. Sathya Narayanan

Publisher : The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation
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PRESIDENT’S  MESSAGE

Dr. Nanditha KrishnaDr. Nanditha KrishnaDr. Nanditha KrishnaDr. Nanditha KrishnaDr. Nanditha Krishna

President

The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation

Dear Parent,

2020-2021 has been a unique year. The novel
Covid-19 virus stopped the world in its tracks and changed
the way we all lived, taught and learned. The children
had to get into online classes which is not the best way of
learning, but there was no choice.

I must take this opportunity to commend the
Principal and all the teachers for the tremendous effort
they made to ensure that the classes ran smoothly,

making them as interactive as possible. They used Zoom by which interactive
classes were practically in person except for the physical presence. The
children and teachers could talk to each other and do projects. No subject
was omitted: physical education, yoga, art, craft, music and dance were taught
online. Congratulations to the teachers who worked very hard to make their
classes interesting and full of fun.

I do not see the situation improving immediately. I am afraid the
children will have to continue online classes till the government believes
that it is safe for children to go to school. The Board exams for students of
secondary and senior secondary may not be a public exam, but the teachers
have worked very hard to prepare the children for the examinations if they do
happen.

I hope and pray that this pandemic goes away and our children will be
able to return to normal life as soon as possible. The best years of one’s life
are spent in school where we make friends, have fun and learn at the same
time. All these are denied to our children by forces beyond our control.

I can only end by saying we should respect nature which is much
stronger than all of us. Global warming, deforestation, water shortages and
intensive use of animals in farming and research have led to climate change
which has made it possible for viruses such as Covid-19 to survive. Let us
respect the environment and reduce our demands and despoiling of nature
for our selfish reasons.
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M. Bargavi DevendraM. Bargavi DevendraM. Bargavi DevendraM. Bargavi DevendraM. Bargavi Devendra

Honorary Secretary

The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation

HONORARY SECRETARY’S MESSAGE

Saraswathi Kendra, an institution under The
C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation provides quality
services to children with learning disabilities. My
appreciation to Dr. Nanditha Krishna, President for
her thoughtfulness to start this institution for the
benefit of the children and parents who require quality
care under the supervision of Mr. Prashanth Krishna,
Executive Director. It would not be possible without the

dedicated services of the teachers and supportive services of the staff
to train the children under their care. I invoke Almighty’s blessings to
bless the Management, Principal, and the staff for the noble services
rendered to the most needy children of our society.
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Mr. Prashanth KrishnaMr. Prashanth KrishnaMr. Prashanth KrishnaMr. Prashanth KrishnaMr. Prashanth Krishna
Executive Director

The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation

From the ED’s Desk...

The academic year 2020-2021 has been a unique
year which none of us have ever faced in our lifetime.
Ever since the Covid-19 pandemic broke out in India in
March 2020 leading to lockdown, and since March 18,
2020 the entire education system for children has
transformed from in-person to online mode. This is a
unique experience as we have never been in this situation
before. Yet we at Saraswathi Kendra made the best of
these trying times by resolving that our students must
not be denied learning and with this motive we began
the online classes and have covered all areas in both
academics and extra-curricular activities.

Full credit goes to Mrs. Sangeetha Venkatesh, Principal and her
team of dedicated staff for starting the online classes and everyone have
individually but uniquely contributed in ensuring that the students get the
benefit of learning through the online classes and a big hand to all the staff
for evolving and making the online classes as lively as possible.

The last one year has been very harrowing and traumatic. The campus
feels very empty without the voice, noise and chatter of our children. We
look forward to welcoming our children back at the earliest. This is possible
only when the government permits us to reopen the Centre when it is safe.
Unfortunately the situation is quiet alarming as the Covid-19 active cases
have surged. Hence there is a high probability that for the academic year
2021-2022 the online classes will continue.

Everything has a lesson to learn from. The lesson from this is human
beings must respect nature. We must never prick the bubble of nature. Because
if we do, the repercussions can be severe and damaging. Global warming,
deforestation, destruction of the environment, draining of water bodies and
other such activities to satisfy human greed have made it possible for viruses
like Covid-19 to thrive. Hopefully from all this we have emerged smarter and
wiser.

Congratulations to all our staff once again for rising to the occasion
and making the best of hard times and my best wishes to the parents, students
and all associates of Saraswathi Kendra Learning Centre always. With the
grace and blessings of god this too shall pass.
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From the desk of the Principal...

Greetings on behalf of the management and staff
of Saraswathi Kendra Learning Centre. When this
academic year ends, we look back at the year gone by.
This academic year 2020-21 will be unique in the history
of SKLC like any other  educational institution across
the world. An entire year of learning was conducted
virtually. My sincere thanks to our teachers, staff and
most importantly children and parents for overcoming
numerous challenges in their own unique ways to make

it happen. Technical challenges aside, many of us had to deal with sickness
either personally and/or in the family. We are sorry for those who lost their
loved ones. Let us pray that all of us get the strength we need to move
forward.

It is our hope that life gets back to normal and soon the empty
classrooms, hallways and playgrounds are once again buzzing with children.
Until then, please stay safe and vigilant.

Mrs. Sangeetha Venkatesh
Principal

Saraswathi Kendra Learning Centre for Children
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Challenge the Change

It is an understatement to say that Covid-19 has been hard on everyone but

perhaps the hardest hit is the education sector. A full academic year was spent in

the online mode of teaching. Students and teachers adapted well to this

new mode of virtual teaching and virtual learning.

To list a few of the challenges:

Technology: In June 2020 our teachers were barely proficient in emails let

alone technology to conduct an entire classroom session online. It is commendable

how our teachers adapted quickly to using laptops to connect with students and

deliver their sessions. They innovated with whatever teaching aids they could

employ, most common one being a whiteboard on a wall in their homes. Equally

to be credited are  parents who arranged for smartphones or laptops for their

children in these trying times.

Attitude: If there is any silver lining to the online mode, it is how active parents

are involved in their children's studies now than it was in pre-covid times. For

their part, the children seem to have adapted remarkably even if they cannot wait

to get back to in-person classes.

Schools & teachers developed ingenious ways to conduct assessments, tests and

exams.

Looking back, it seems strange how all this was accomplished. It wouldn’t have

happened if not for the teachers and parents who pushed themselves to learn and

adapt despite their domestic challenges.
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SKLC Annual Report for the academic year 2020-2021

2020

June 1 SKLC reopened for staff members.
June 10 The new academic year began for the students and

classes commenced in virtual mode.
June 21 International Yoga Day was celebrated by the students

and the staff - the theme being “Fitness – Inside & outside
home”.

July 5 Guru Purnima was celebrated with the videos and art
works of the students thanking their gurus.

July 31 International Tiger Day was held virtually with our
students participating enthusiastically. This was
organized by C.P.R. Environmental Education Centre.

August 15 Independence day was celebrated in the foundation
with Dr. Nanditha Krishna, hoisting the National Flag.
The art and craft works of our students, exhibiting their
patriotism and love for their country were displayed.

August 20 Students from the primary, junior and preparatory levels
dressed up as Radha and Krishna, and presented cultural
programmes virtually during Krishna Jayanthi.
The older students sent in their stunning art works for
the same.

August 29 & The senior and junior level students participated and
September 5 won prizes in the art competition, and the Oratorical

competition of Soroptomist International. Our students
were accoladed overall winners of the competitions for
the 12th consecutive year.

September 19 The centre closed for the quarterly vacation.
to 27
September 20 to Mrs. Sangeetha Venkatesh, Principal, successfully
November 1 completed the TESOL - Teaching English to speakers of

other languages - an intensive six week course offered
by the United States Government.
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September 21 Mrs. S. Niraja, Chief Psychologist participated in a
project “Enhancing Lives of Juveniles”. This project was
conducted by the Department of Greater Chennai Police
and State Career Guidance Centre.

September 28 The second term began for the staff and the students.
October 16 to 25 Navaratri was celebrated with lots of fun and fest. An

exhibition of dolls (golu) was displayed for 10 days. SKLC
invited all staff of The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation
for golu on October 23, 2020.

December 24 During Christmas time, a gorgeous crib was set up in
SKLC.

December 25 The Centre closed for the half yearly vacation.

2021

January 4 The third and final term of the academic year began.
January 20 to NIOS board practical exams were conducted for the
February 4 secondary and senior secondary students.
May 1 The academic year concluded with the beginning of the

summer holidays.
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Yogessh Sabari Guru
First prize winner in the instrumental

music competition

Winners of the 12th Soroptimist International
Inter-School Competition 2021

Mukta Anand
First prize winner in the

oratory competition

K. Manikandan
First prize winner in the junior category

art competition
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Nimay Rao Ullal
First prize winner in the junior category

oratory competition

K. Manikandan, Preparatory II

Second prize winner in the clay modelling competition

B. Aadyanth Krishna
Second prize winner in the junior

category oratory competition
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Dhevsree, Preparatory II

First prize winner in the drawing competition held by Insight
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ONLINE CLASSES
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Gukulashtami, Primary III
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1. Grapes are Citrus fruits.

2. Grapes are Oval and small in size.

3. Grapes are of three colors. Green, Red and Black.

4. Grapes protect us from diseases.

5. Grapes are produced more France in and Italy.

6. Grapes have good Fibre content.

7. Grapes are rich in Vitamin A and C.

8. Some Grapes are Sour, while some are Sweet.

A. Sashankk

Primary III

FAVORITE FRUIT

FOOTBALL GAME

I Love football. I like to play, It is very Interest game. There are eleven

players in each team. They use to play with ball. In eleven players the one player

is Goal key. five players be defending, five players be forward, In weekends

I go to play football and we play happy, I go tofoot ball coaching everyday and

I play with my friends, so I love foot ball.

H. Harry

Junior III
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On January 14, my mother, father, my sister and I were in my gandma’s house.

We all wore new dresses. We made pongal. We all saw movies which was telecast

on the TV. We enjoyed the Pongal with my Grandma and with my cousins. The

day went with a lots of laughings and giggling. My cousins and I were

playing outsied my Grandma’s house. We eat suharcane on that day. We went

to the beach. So, the day in my Grandma’s house went on well.

Sai Lakshan

Junior III

I like football very much. Near my house, I play with my friends. My friends and

I will go to the ground and play football. I like football game because I used

to watch live football game. I like Ronaldo and I watch him play with lot of

excitement.

Sai Lakshan

Junior III

GAME

ONE DAY IN GRANDMA’S HOUSE
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The phrase ‘charity begins at home’ is a very commonly used proverb. The

proverb was first written down in the exact form that we used it now in 1642.

Sir Thomas Browne was the one who had written it. The proverb means how

we must always put our family’s needs and requirements before anyone

else’s. Figuratively, the proverb implies how every act of change begins not on

a grand scheme, but in one’s home. The proverb teaches how we must change

ourselves first and those of our close ones before trying to change others.

Before we preach about anything, we should make sure we follow it ourselves.

The proverb is an essential one. It is widely taught to children in their school,

homes and by their parents. The proverb holds a lot of value, and we should all

follow it.

Himanshu

Preparatory II

CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME

A pet, or companion animal, is an animal kept primarily for a person’s company

or entertainment. When it comes to the types of animals that can be kept

as pets, there are many to choose from. Dogs and cats are the most common types

of pets. Keeping pets is a pleasure as well as a hobby which once developed

cannot easily be given up.

Himanshu

Preparatory II

PETS
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The most important element to lead and practice for a healthy life is staying
healthy. Staying healthy is not just being physically fit, but also includes
emotional, social and mental well-being. Unwanted stress can cause detriment to
activities such as playing an instrument, games, or reading which give the brain
necessary exercise to improve health. Healthy habits like brushing teeth twice
a day and washing hands before meals will keep you healthy.

Himanshu

Preparatory II

HEALTH IS WEALTH

The year 2020 was devastating! The whole world saw destruction of lives and
livelihoods. Although we saw destruction we noticed several positive changes
as well. We witnessed how our Prime Minister handled the novel situation in an
effective manner. Our environmental pollution had decreased.
We were able to spend quality time with our loved ones and bond better with
our family.

     We also found alternative methods of education such as online classes. We
focused on new skills like cooking, cleaning, drawing, learning new languages,
operating a computer. This pandemic also saw the discovery of a new vaccine
which has erased our worries of Covid-19.

     So let us welcome this New Year 2021 and forget the pain and miseries of last
year. Let’s hope that we experience better health conditions and a peaceful and
prosperous future for our country.

Nimay
Preparatory II

WELCOME 2021
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PETS ARE FRIENDS FOR LIFE

My cousins have a beagle. His name is Choco. He is two years old. He is black,

white and brown in colour. He is very friendly and cuddly. He wags his tail when

he sees me. He loves me very much.

I care a lot for Choco. I give choco food and water. I pet him and take him for

a walk. I use a leash to walk Choco. I also carry a newspaper with me to pick up

after him.

I feel happy to play with him. I think pets are friends for life because they will

always love me.

Oorjaa

Preparatory II
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PETS ARE FRIENDS FOR LIFE

The friendship between man and animals is more reliable and lasting. The pet

animals respond better to our care, love and friendship. Man’s friendship with

man may not last long, but it is of permanent nature with the domesticated and

pet animals. Animals, birds and such other creatures are never ungrateful. Once

friends, they are always friends. They will never turn hostile or enemies come

what may. They are constant, loyal and faithful till the end. They do not know

betrayal, deceit or foul play. That is why they have been so useful to mankind.

Many of the animals are our real and true friends. They live in perfect harmony

and friendship with us.

Cats, dogs, horses, cows, elephants, hens, ducks, monkeys etc., are our friends.

Cats are kept as pets, for they kill rats and other rodents. They are also very good

to play with.  In western countries, cats are very popular as pets. They make a

good constant company.  Dogs are kept as pets for protection and safety. They

are matchless in faithfulness and loyalty. They help in hunting, in rearing sheep

and in protecting properties. They also help in detecting and tracking thieves

and criminals. For the police, they are very useful in this respect. Dogs are

intelligent and have a very sensitive nose. Their sense of smelling is very sharp.

The dog is man’s one of the oldestfriends.

B.Aadyanth Krishna

Preparatory III
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MY ONLINE CLASSES-WHY / YOU LIKE / DISLIKE

       We are having online classes because of Covid-19. I want the place to be normal.
Covid-19 is a Corona virus which can make someone sick and go to the hospital.
We have to take rest at home and do exercise regularly. I attend online classes
at home and zoom is the app used for online classes.

Radha mam, Deo sir & Sadhana mam & Kumudhini mam & Sarala mam
& Chitra mam, Prema mam are teaching us.

What I like in online classes:

1. I like chatting with friends
2. I am enjoying school in home dress
3. Because my hair is colored like prathiksh’s hair
4. Pratiksh wore his spectacles and met me in school.
5. I want things to become normal

What I don’t like about online classes:

1. I was not able to know something in the past
2. No space for thinking about something
3. Because I miss my school I would not be meeting friends every day by 9:10 am

in my class.

Every day I have to switch on any computer and take all of my books and
time table and get ready for the class. My last class finishes at 1:10 pm.

I am waiting for my school to start .

Arjun D.V
Pre-Secondary
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MY HEALTH IS IN MY HANDS

      My health is in my hands. Even with advanced healthcare available in the

world today, our health rests to a large extent in our hands. There are many daily

practices which aid good health. We should start the day with a happy frame of

mind. We should eat a balanced diet which includes vitamins, proteins,

carbohydrates, fat and minerals in adequate quantities. We must drink at least

eight glasses of water in a day. It is also important to exercise and keep us fit.

Walking, cycling, swimming and jogging are good for health. Yoga is another way

to stay healthy and fit. To maintain good health, it is important not to smoke and

drink as it is very harmful to our health. Fresh air and sunlight are very vital for

our health.  Games and sports are also valuable for our health.  Also we should have

a calm mind and sleep well.

     Good health can be achieved only through our efforts.  Regular good habits

and cleanliness also contribute to maintaining good health.  Good health is wealth as

health is most valuable and precious for everyone. In today’s times when we are

all reeling under this pandemic, our health is literally in our hands as handwashing

protects us against infection causing germs !

Manas Srinivas
Pre-Secondary
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WHY ONLINE CLASSES ?
WHAT I LIKE \ DISLIKE IN ONLINE CLASSES ?

Why Online classes ?

We are having online classes because of the Covid Pandemic. Online class is the
best way to continue education at the same time, stay safe and healthy.

What I like in online classes ?

 Work from home convenience
 Break time between every class.
 Possibility of interaction with teachers and friends .

What I dislike in online classes ?

 Missing the school atmosphere .
 Missing the friends and teachers interaction in school.
 To attend the online classes we need to have strong internet signals.
 Sometimes its difficult for a teacher to focus on every student.
 Missing playtime, lunch time, Picnic, Annual day and sports day in school.

Sudarsan B
Secondary

MY VISIT TO BANK – WHAT I LEARNT

I went to bank with my mother due to Covid times. There was a safety measure that
was put in place there like temperature checking. Hand sanitiser
was provided in each corner of the bank.

I learnt about how to fill up the pay-in challan and withdrawal slip. I also learnt
about the different type of deposits such as savings deposits, fixed deposits
and recurring deposits.

A. Sri Sai Vishal
Pre-Secondary
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THE THING WHICH I LEARNT / UNLEARNED
DURING COVID 19 LOCKDOWN

During this lockdown, I learnt to string flowers. I learnt more about the great
King Veerapandiya Karttabomman. Because of Covid-19, wearing a mask, sanitising
one’s hands and social distancing have become a habit for everyone. This is a
new habit

I have learned.

I had a lot of time on my hands because online classes used to get over by
afternoon. I learnt new cooking recipes from YouTube and baked almost
everyday and I learnt life-skill maths also.

During lockdown I kept my life very busy.

Sahitih
Sr. Secondary I

ONLINE SHOPPING

Online shopping is the way of purchasing things online without actually going to
the physical store. It has gained popularity a lot due to the demand and craze
among people.  People can order anything, be it clothes, footwear, gadgets,
appliances and many more.Online shopping is the best option for people who are
busy in their office work and cannot spend time in shopping. It offers a wide
variety of options and we can choose the product according to our requirements
by browsing through the portals of different e-commerce firms and get good
discounts. We can make payments through debit or credit cards and  the same will
be very useful to gift things to our near and dear ones on special occasions.
Online shopping is easy, simple and convenient but sometimes we might not receive
the same items ordered as the colour or size will be different.There are some
fake websites which provide great offers but we end up losing money at the end.
So, it is important to do online shopping wisely and with much care.

Although online shopping is convenient, it is fraught with many dangers including
online fraud, mismatch of items, etc

Shruthi M
Senior Secondary II
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ONLINE CLASSES

This will be an exceptional year for every student irrespective of the class that

they are in, and the first feelings that come to our mind are frustration and

tension, but we must overcome them. We miss all our friends, relatives, our teachers

and school. It’s so boring to be just sitting indoors not being able to move outside

owing to the pandemic.

Initially, I was worried about my education but then came online classes helping us

learn by staying at home. This helped us not only with materials but also got our

beloved teachers virtually to our homes. It helped a lot to bridge the gap of not

having a teacher standing right before us guiding us thru our lessons.

I have arranged a schedule that suits me so that I can study at home. Frankly,

the teachers are competent and give us materials that are right, and the

information is communicated in a smooth and simple way.

I became responsible for my own learning, because there’s no one really to advise

me.  Everything is available, teachers are doing their best within their limits and

we must be responsible for our learning to create something out of nothing.

C. Madhumita

Senior Secondary II
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Mukta Anand

Senior Secondary II
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Nalin M, Primary II

ART WORKS

V. Aishwarya, Primary III
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Anjana, Primary III
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Deeksha Prabhu, Primary III

S. Navaneth Guru, Primary III
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Ronav, Junior I Rayanth Krishna, Junior II

Pandy Durai, Junior III

Saai Lakshan, Junior III
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Nimay Rao, Preparatory II

V. Dhevsree, Preparatory II K. Manikandan, Preparatory II
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Aadyanth Krishna, Preparatory III

K. N. Rishreetha,  Senior Secondary I
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Shivaguru, Senior Secondary I
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S. Aksheya, Senior Secondary II
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Mukta Anand, Senior Secondary II

S. Aksheya, Senior Secondary II
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CRAFT WORKSCRAFT WORKSCRAFT WORKSCRAFT WORKSCRAFT WORKS

Pencil Craft
G. Tarun Kumaran, Primary II

Paper Art
Harshana Vinu, Primary II

Paper Craft
Deeksha, Primary III
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Craft work by
S. Navaneeth Guru, Primary III

Coconut Shell Craft
R. Padmamalini, Primary III

Cereal Craft
A. Sashankk, Primary III
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Cotton & Paper Craft
Krishnan Balamurugan, Junior I

Paper Craft
Pugazhini, Junior I
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Thread Work
Ronav, Junior I

Paper Crush Work
Fuzail Zarif, Junior II

Paper Crush Work
Harry, Junior III

Paper Work
Joshua, Junior III

Cereal Work
K. Manikandan, Preparatory II
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Model of Saraswathi Kendra Learning Centre (SKLC)
Sugadevan, Preparatory II

Chalk Piece Carving Craft
K. N. Rishreetha, Senior Secondary I
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SARASWATHI KENDRA LEARNING CENTRE FOR CHILDREN
The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation
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